
How to Crack AFCAT Coaching Centre Competition Guru? 

Competition Guru is a reputed, premier coaching institute for Air Force Group Captain (Retd.) M.K 

Singh. Located in Panchkula near Chandigarh, Competition Guru offers various levels of test 

preparation and tutoring services to students who are sitting for competitive exams such as Staff 

Selection Commission (SSC), Indian Police Service (IPS) and Civil Services Examinations held by UPSC. 

They have expert faculty who have been trained at various national centres of excellence like 

NIFTEM (National Institute of Financial Management), OP Jindal University, CRPF Academy etc. 

whose sole aim is to prepare you for your examinations through personalized one-on-one attention 

with study material that is guaranteed to help you ace these tests. All their training programs are 

designed keeping in mind all possible exam pattern changes so that their students can be well 

prepared for any eventuality. Their classes are conducted on weekends and weekdays from 9 am till 

7 pm where they cover everything from Maths, English Language & Comprehension, General 

Knowledge & Current Affairs, Verbal Ability & Reasoning, General Intelligence & Logical Reasoning 

and Computer Literacy. The Competition Guru has many successful candidates under its belt who 

have gone on to become IAS officers like Prabhat Kaur Sandhu , IPS officers like Sanjeev Kumar Yadav 

, Army Officers like Major Gurmeet Singh Bhatti , Company Secretaries like Navdeep Arora and many 

more. 

 

Why to join Competition Guru for AFCAT Coaching Centre Chandigarh? 

In a very short time, Competition Guru has emerged as one of top AFCAT coaching centres 

Chandigarh. This is due to its fast-growing list of satisfied and happy clients. Some students are 

worried that they will not be able to join any good coaching centre for AFCAT test preparation. They 

are wrong because Competition Guru has all that it takes to become their ultimate choice. The best 

part about Competition Guru is that it offers complete facilities and amenities to every student so 

that he or she can perform well during his/her exam. You can easily get enrolled at any of their 

numerous training centres located across Mohali, Panchkula and entire state of Haryana. One thing 

which makes Competition Guru different from other AFCAT coaching centres Chandigarh is that it 

provides guaranteed success rate in competitive exams like AFSCA (Air Force Selection Board), SSC 

CGL, RBI Assistant Mains etc. Students who want to enrol themselves for these competitive exams 

must join Competition Guru’s AFCAT Coaching Centre Chandigarh today! 

The motto of Competition Guru is to provide quality education with affordable fees which can help 

you achieve your dream job. It has been providing excellent service since last 10 years and also 

helping thousands of students pass various government exams successfully. 

 

AFCAT Exam Coaching in Chandigarh & Mohali 

Competition Guru has been preparing people for various services entrance exams for a long time 

now. We have served thousands of students and helped them to succeed, and our emphasis on 

personal attention means that we can continue doing so. Our range of services include free test 

series, expert guidance, classroom classes and online classes (via Skype). We are also one of India's 

most affordable coaching centres. Get in touch with us today to learn more about how we can help 

you succeed! 7 Ways Competition Guru is Better than Other AFCAT Coaching Centres: 1) Free Test 

Series: One of our main objectives is to ensure that all of our students get through their exam on 

their first attempt. That’s why we provide each student with a free practice test before they begin 
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their course at Competition Guru. The practice tests will give you an idea of what to expect from 

your own real exam – helping you better prepare yourself and pass without any trouble. 2) Expert 

Guidance: In addition to providing detailed lessons about every aspect of your exam, we also provide 

personalized assistance based on your needs and level of understanding. 

 

 


